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I. INTRODUCTION

Wouldn’t it great if we could just yell “liar, liar, pants on fire” whenever we successfully impeached a witness on cross-examination? Well, we can’t. But if we successfully impeach a witness through the use of appropriate and effective cross-examination techniques the jury will think these words without our ever having to say them. Proving that an adverse witness is a liar does more than merely affect the credibility of the impeached witness. A lying witness hurts the credibility of both the party by whom he is called, and the lawyer who wanted the jury to rely on him.

While this paper focuses on the use of cross-examination to impeach witnesses, it must be kept in mind that without direct examination to prove the case and to lay the factual foundation upon which most impeachment by cross examination rests, the cross examination is meaningless. This is because, although cross-examination is important, it is just one aspect of a multi-part trial. Generally, the important parts of a trial include jury selection, opening statements, evidence, closing arguments and the jury charge. Of these, the most important is the evidence. Evidence is where the truth about the case will be found. Evidence must come in through witnesses. The primary complicating factor in the search for the truth that is a jury trial is the use of these witnesses. Lawyers have complete and total control over the opening and the
closing arguments, some control over jury selection and the jury charges, but, at best, can only control half of the process of presenting evidence at trial through witnesses. All lawyers can do is ask questions. Unfortunately, we often have to rely on nervous, amateurish, confused, and inarticulate witnesses to answer these questions and provide the facts that constitute evidence. How we go about getting the facts from the psyches of the witnesses to be effectively understood by the fact finders - jurors who are also nervous and confused - determines whether success or failure will be achieved.

This testimony which constitutes the evidence must be obtained from witnesses through the use of direct examination of our own witnesses and cross-examination of opposing, often hostile, witnesses. This questioning of witnesses, whether on direct or cross examination, is an art that can only be mastered through a combination of preparation, practice, and good luck. “Direct examination disdained by text writers and ignored by students, is the orphan of trial strategy. Cross-examination, celebrated and glorified, is the favorite of trial seminars. The cross examination is the art of destruction, direct is the art of construction.” (Henry G. Miller of the New York Bar).

II. CROSS EXAMINATION

Before focusing on impeachment techniques, a brief overview of cross-examination in general is in order. Cross-examination is sometimes exciting, fast, and fun to do - and watch. On other occasions it is tedious and seemingly plodding. With proper preparation, a carefully laid plan, and some good luck, the right technique will be chosen to accomplish the goal of the examination. However, as noted above, cross examination is not as important as direct and the advocate who expects to score big points during cross examination instead of direct will be lucky to survive directed verdict. Effective cross-examination, like effective direct examination, is 10% inspiration and 90% perspiration.

A. PREPARATION

The most important part of preparation for cross-examination is to be prepared to “just say no” to cross-examination. If nothing can be gained, let the jury know that the witness is
nothing important - not even worth questioning. On the other hand, if the witness can be hurt by a successful attack on his credibility, or the case helped by the agreement of the witness with certain aspects of the case, or if additional helpful evidence can come in through the witness, then cross examination is called for. In determining whether or not to cross-examine, think of HIHO. HIHO is the acronym for a series of four questions, one of which must be answered in the affirmative if cross-examination is to be attempted.

(A) HURT - Has the witness really hurt you in a way that you can fix?
(B) IMPEACHABLE - Is the witness impeachable in a way that will hurt the opponent’s case or help your case?
(C) HELPFUL - Can helpful information be obtained from the witness that will help your case?
(E) OTHER - Is there some other very important reason for cross-examining the witness?

If the answer to each of the HIHO questions is no, then the witness has not hurt you, and cannot help you, do not cross-examine him. The Honorable Marion T. Pope once wrote that “no matter how many books you read, seminars you attend, or cases you try, you will never be an effective practitioner of the art of cross examination until you learn to cross examine with a purpose.” No rule of cross-examination could be truer. Insuring that you have a HIHO score of at least one yes answer will insure a purposeful cross-examination. A cross examination without a purpose does three bad things - (1) it wastes the jury’s time; (2) it presents the possibility for the witness to inflict additional damage; and (3) it allows the opponent who may have forgotten to ask some crucial question an opportunity to do so on re-direct.

i. Know the case

There is no substitute for knowing the case inside and out. Witnesses, even experts, rarely know the entire case - they just know their part. As a result, the attorney who knows the entire case and what every witness knows, or should know, has a real edge in cross-examination. Equally important to knowing the facts of the case is to know the witnesses and what they can or
cannot do for your case. Prior to trial, read everything in the file - even old notes and correspondence. Read all of the depositions and witness statements. Read old depositions of the witnesses. Read all of the notes taken during depositions. Read the jury charges, the pleadings, discovery responses and the pretrial order. Know the purpose of the witness from the other side’s point of view and know whether, and how, the witness fits in with your own case.

ii. Know the witness

You must be familiar with witnesses who are going to be cross-examined. Discover how they will react to cross examination and what their strengths and weaknesses are. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways. Certainly there are formal depositions, but there are also other ways such as interviews, the use of deposition libraries and data bases, and old fashioned calling around to other attorneys and experts who may have retained, deposed, or testified against them.

If you depose a witness, think about what you are doing before you so thoroughly tip your hand that there is little surprise left for cross-examination. Instead, focus on what they know, their sources of information, and if they are an expert, their methods of formulating their opinions. Additionally, particularly in cases involving expert scientific testimony, determine the methodology used by the expert in the formulation of their opinion because if all experts agree on the methodology, then regardless of the difference of opinions reached, you can use this agreement as to methodology to insure that your expert will at least meet the threshold requirements to testify. Impeaching an expert during their deposition will certainly take away any possibility for surprise at trial.

It is usually impossible, and certainly not practical or advisable, to depose every witness in a case. A simple interview is often preferred. Do not hesitate to interview a witness when it is ethical to do so. It is amazing how lawyers believe that the only way to talk to a witness after a case starts is by deposition. This is ridiculous! The use of a deposition to interview a witness guarantees that the other side will be there and learn what the noticing party learns. Instead, consider having the witness come to your office and take a detailed statement, before a court
reporter, without even inviting the other side. Additionally, while you must be concerned about contacting a witness represented by counsel, you should also know that just because a witness used to work for the defendant does not mean the defendant has the only access to the witness. In fact, a lawyer may interview former employees of a represented corporate opponent so long as the former employee consents after the lawyer fully explains the lawyer’s purpose.¹

DR 7-104(A)(1) and Proposed Rule 4.2 are not intended to protect a corporate party from the revelation of prejudicial facts but rather to preclude interviewing those corporate employees who have the authority to bind the corporation. [Instead, the] clear purpose is to foster and protect the attorney-client relationship and not to provide protection to a party in civil litigation nor to place a limit on discoverable material. The comment language² . . . allows for communications with an agent or employee who has his/her own attorney without notice to the organization, corporate entity, or its attorney. This language defeats the purpose advanced by defendant . . . .³

This interpretation is consistent with State Bar of Georgia Formal Advisory Opinion No. 87-6 (87-R2) which interprets Georgia’s rules of conduct. “The Code of Professional Responsibility, like a statute, should be construed so as to carry into effect the intent of the governing body

¹ Formal Advisory Opinion Board of the State Bar of Georgia, 94-3; Opinion 87-6; Standard 47; Rule 4-102; ABA Rule 4.2 (9/9/94).

² The comment language referred to is the official comment to Proposed Rule 4.2. That language is as follows: “If an agent or employee of the organization is represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule.” This comment was quoted in the State Bar of Georgia Formal Advisory Opinion No. 87-6 (870R2).

which enacted it. The construction given should be in harmony with the policy of the law and must square with common sense and sound reasoning.\(^4\)

State Bar of Georgia Formal Advisory Opinion No. 87-6 (87-R2) cites with approval ABA Informal Opinion 1410 (1978). That opinion answers the question of whether a plaintiff can interview employees of a corporate defendant to see what facts they know which would shed light on the plaintiff’s claims. The opinion provides that:

> generally a lawyer may properly interview witnesses or prospective witnesses for opposing sides in any civil . . . action without the prior consent of opposing counsel - unless such person is a party . . . [and] no communication with an officer or employee of a corporation with the power to commit the corporation in the particular situation may be made by opposing counsel unless he has prior consent . . . .

(emphasis added). Thus, the general rule is one allowing communications with the employees of a corporate defendant. It is acceptable to interview the ex-employees of a corporate defendant.\(^5\)

DR 7-104(A)(1) and Proposed Rule 4.2 only prohibit an attorney from interviewing employees of a corporate opponent, when the corporate opponent is represented by counsel, if the persons sought to be contacted are members of one of the following two groups:

1. an officer, director, or other employee with authority to bind the corporation; or
2. an employee whose acts or omissions may be imputed to the corporation in relation to the subject matter of the case. For a person to be bound by the tortious conduct of his


\(^5\) The Formal Advisory Opinion Board of the State Bar of Georgia has opined at 94-3 9/9/94 that a lawyer may interview former employees of a represented corporate opponent so long as the former employee consents after the lawyer fully explains the lawyer’s purpose. Opinion 87-6; Standard 47; Rule 4-102; ABA Rule 4.2.
agents and servants, there must be tortious conduct by them.\(^6\) If the servant or employee is not responsible for any tortious conduct, neither will be the principal unless it has independent tortious acts.\(^7\)

An interview can even be conducted in the hallway of the courthouse. If there are two lawyers representing the plaintiff, while one is in the courtroom, there is nothing to stop the other from going out into the hallway and interviewing the defendant’s next witness. If you do not have co-counsel available, have a paralegal informally interview witnesses as they wait to testify.

### iii. Know the law that governs cross-examination

Cross-examination differs depending on the jurisdiction. Know the legal limits. Not only is it necessary to know the legal limits but each court seems to have its own rules on how aggressive a lawyer can be and how much testifying he can disguise as a leading question. If unfamiliar with the court, go and watch a portion of a trial to get a feel for the judge’s demeanor. Just as rhythm and pace are essential for direct examination, rhythm and pace are similarly important to a successful cross-examination. If the court and opponent both interrupt the cross-examination with objections, there is no hope for a smooth rhythm, a steady pace, and an effective effort.

#### a. Georgia Law.

The right to a thorough and sifting cross-examination shall belong to every party as to witnesses called against him.\(^8\) This right is considered a substantive right and extends to all matters within the knowledge of the witness.\(^9\) Of course, the subject of the cross-examination must be relevant.\(^10\)

---


\(^7\) E.g., Townsend v. Brantley, 163 Ga. App. 899 (1982).

\(^8\) O.C.G.A. §24-9-64.


When conducting a cross examination of a witness, it is not a waiver of any objection made during the direct examination of that witness if the objected to subject is covered. Georgia law provides that “if on direct examination of a witness objection is made to the admissibility of evidence, neither cross examination of the witness on the same subject matter doing the introduction of the evidence on the same subject matter shall constitute a waiver of the objection made on direct examination.”\(^\text{11}\) However, this does not mean that a line of questioning that was not objected to can be initiated on cross-examination without having waived the objections to admissibility of the testimony.

**b. Federal Law.**

Whereas in state court there is a guarantee of a thorough and sifting cross examination, in federal court “cross examination should be limited to the subject matter of the direct examination and matters affecting the credibility of the witness. The court may, in the exercise of discretion, permit inquiry into additional matters as if on direct examination.”\(^\text{12}\) Because the scope is within the discretion of the judge, it is often a good idea to get a ruling, at the bench, before going into a topic not covered on direct to avoid having the flow of the cross examination broken by sustained objections. On the other hand, it is sometimes best to just jump right into the new subject and hope for the best. Keep in mind that there is nothing to prevent you from calling the witness in rebuttal for purposes of cross examination if the court seeks to limit the scope of your examination.

**iv. Listen to the answers**

To conduct a proper cross-examination, you must be a good listener. First, one must carefully listen to the direct examination. Second, care must be taken to listen to the answers to your own questions. Listening to the answers to cross-examination is not the same as actually caring what the answers are. As noted, in cross-examination though it is important to know what

\(^{11}\) O.C.G.A. §24-9-70.

\(^{12}\) Fed. R. Evid. 611(b).
the answer will be, that does not mean that the answer is always more important than the question.

a. **Answers to Direct Questions.**

The answers to the opponent’s direct examination questions must be carefully considered. Take notes and mark the areas that need to be followed up on in cross-examination. Before beginning cross-examination, number the marked topics so that the cross-examination will have the most force and impact. Insert these topics into any pre-prepared outline prepared for that witness. This also serves to put together several related topics which were separated during direct examination. Don’t hesitate to have the court reporter read back portions of the direct.

b. **Answers to Cross-Examination.**

Cross-examination, like direct, is not conducted in a vacuum. There are two primary participants - the lawyer and the witness. While the answer is not always as important as the question, it must be heard, understood, and reacted to. Often witnesses begin moving in the direction of the questions and more open-ended questions can be used if the examiner is conscious of the witness’s response. Conversely, there are witnesses who are so hostile that they will disagree with everything on cross-examination - even if that means recanting portions of their own testimony!

Similarly, lawyers must not allow a witness to avoid answering the question. The witness will obfuscate, vacillate, and complicate. But they will not answer. If the question calls for a yes or no insist on the yes or no before allowing the witness to explain. Do not hesitate to write a question on the board to insure that the witness and jury know the question that you want answered. Often it is a good idea to elicit a simple agreement from the evasive witness: “Mr. Witness, before we proceed any further can we agree that if an answer calls for a yes or no that you will first answer yes or no before explaining? If that sounds as fair to you as it does to me, let’s see how it works.”

**B. DECIDE ON GOALS**
There must a purpose for every cross-examination. If counsel is prepared, they will pretty much know what they can hope to get from the other side’s witnesses before they testify.

i. Know your goals

There are several goals which are relevant to cross-examination and lists of cross-examination goals are legion. However, when all is said and done, there are only two basic goals in cross examination - (1) to impeach the witness or (2) have the witness help your case. If the witness is unimpeachable and cannot help your case, do not cross-examine him. HIHO, HIHO, be brave and just say no! Of these, impeachment is the most important and the only one discussed in this paper.

a. Impeachment.

Cross-examination for purposes of impeachment is the most important reason for cross-examining a witness. After all, if the witness can be shown to be biased, or incompetent, or to have simply made up his testimony, you not only hurt that witness but the entire case of the opposition.

The late professor Erving Younger described nine possible ways to impeach a witness on cross-examination. He divided these into three groups. The first group relates to competence. Within this group, he includes the following subsets: (1) oath; (2) perception; (3) memory; and (4) communication. Oath and communication are rarely successful impeachment tools. It is the rare witness indeed who will testify that they did not understand their oath or who cannot communicate. However, perception and memory can be effective impeachment topics but only if the examiner does not ask too many questions. If too many questions are asked, there is a likelihood that the witnesses’ recollection will be refreshed by the very act of the questions. The use of prior depositions and statements are used to impeach memory as well as the simple passage of time. When relying on the passage of time as a tool to show memory problems, point out details that the witness does not remember. If notes such as a police report or investigation report were created at the time of the event, confirm that the purpose of the notes was to memorialize the event to aid in memory and that if it was important, it would be included in the
witness’ notes. Ask the witness to recall the day before or the day after or other similarly recorded events. However, before asking any question, make sure you already know the answer the witness will give.

The famous cross-examination of the witness to a car wreck who was one mile away cannot be forgotten. After the witness testified that he was one mile away but was certain the light was unquestionably red, the cross-examiner, hoping to attack the witness’ perception, asked this fatal question “If you were one mile away you couldn’t possibly tell that the light was red could you?” To which the witness replied “Of course I could, I was in the telescope store looking through the 5000X telescope they have set up there when I saw the whole thing. I was marveling to my wife how I could even read your client’s license plate numbers.”

The second group of impeachment techniques described by Professor Younger includes (1) bias/prejudice/interest/corruption, (2) conviction of a crime, (3) prior bad acts, (4) prior inconsistent statements. This group is similar to the prior group except that care must be taken to insure that it does not look like you are beating up the witness. This is especially true when using crimes and bad acts as impeachment techniques. It is one thing to use criminal conduct to impeach a thug, it is another thing altogether to use an old conviction to impeach someone who has clearly turned his or her life around.

When cross examining the defendant’s company officials, a good start is often to confirm right away, that they are company officials and that if the event complained of occurred as you allege, it would reflect badly on them. This establishes a bias toward protecting themselves and their company.

Prior inconsistent statements can be found in depositions in the case being tried and in prior cases. Call around town and get copies of as many prior depositions as possible. Searching for this information can sometimes take a lot of time but is worth the effort. For example, in a toxic tort case, after reviewing more than five thousand pages of testimony, a quote was found in which the defendant’s in-house toxicologist claimed the chemical at issue was as safe as milk. This ridiculous testimony contrasted greatly with his subsequent testimony that the chemical
should be handled with great care. The most common method of impeachment is with depositions. Know how to lay a foundation as to time, place, person, and circumstances before attempting to cross-examine with a deposition.¹³

Professor Younger’s last group consists of a single method which is to call another witness who testifies that the witness who is sought to be impeached is not credible. This is rarely workable in most cases unless the witness who is to be impeached has told the impeaching witness a story that is inconsistent with their present trial testimony.

The great trail lawyer and teacher, Howard Nations, succinctly writes about impeachment as follows:

If the witness, confronted with your question "Have you ever testified any differently?" answers "no," the stage is set for the most interesting and dramatic aspect of the trial: the verbal jousting between you and the witness as you attempt to impeach the witness. However, unless you handle the situation properly, the witness may escape impeachment and leave you looking foolish in the eyes of the jury, thereby damaging your client's case. Your absolute control over the questioning is essential to impeachment. The complete avoidance of open-ended questions is crucial.

In the ideal scenario, you will control the witness through a series of carefully crafted questions that, as the jury watches, lead inescapably to the lie emerging from the witness's lips.

When the witness responds "no" to the inquiry as to whether he has ever testified any differently, you must meet the predicate for impeachment by identifying the time, place, and circumstances of the prior

¹³This foundation work is necessary in state court pursuant to O.C.G.A. §24-9-83. It is not
inconsistent statement. At this point, you should approach the witness and stand next to the witness box so as to cause the witness to turn and directly face the jury. Then inquire, "Mr. Jones, on this previous sworn testimony I asked you the following question, `What color was the light as you entered the intersection?' Please read to the jury your answer under oath at that time." Hold the deposition in front of the witness so that the witness is looking down to read the answer, and the jury has the opportunity to look directly into the witness's eyes as he repeats the prior sworn inconsistent testimony. You must retain control at this point by allowing the witness to read only the specific answer from the deposition and not give any further explanation. If this is done properly, the jury is now fully aware that the witness has given prior inconsistent sworn testimony, and the witness is successfully impeached. At this point, many impeachments are lost by counsel asking one question too many: an open-ended question or an attempt to reiterate the impeachment material, either of which may allow the witness to explain the inconsistencies and nullify the impeachment.

One impeachment, on a major point, is all that is needed to destroy the witness's credibility in the eyes of the jury. After the witness has read the impeaching material from the deposition, you should remove the deposition, leaving the impeached witness directly facing the jury. You should pause and look further at the deposition as if reviewing the material; leave the witness for as long a pause as possible after the necessary, at least before the impeachment is accomplished, in federal court. Fed. R. Evid. 613.
impeachment with the jury looking directly into the witness's eyes. Then return slowly to counsel table and retrieve other materials for questioning, taking as long as possible before the next question, possibly inquiring of the court, "May I have a moment, your Honor?" Judges resent witnesses who lie under oath in their courts and will generally be very cooperative at this point. This leaves the impeached witness on the hot seat under the intense scrutiny of the judge and jury with no place to hide.

The entire courtroom is now focused for your next question of this impeached witness. The pause after impeachment, in addition to allowing the jurors to fully appreciate the significance of what they have observed, piques their interest as to the next line of inquiry. It is absolutely essential, to maintain control of the witness and to protect the impeachment that has occurred, that two things occur in the next line of questioning: (1) you should move completely away from the topic on which the witness was just impeached, and (2) you should maximize the witness's loss of credibility before the jury by cross-examining the witness on the most important outcome-determinative issues in the case. The reason for moving away from the subject of impeachment is so that the witness has absolutely no opportunity in subsequent questions to regroup and explain away the basis of the impeachment. The reason for moving to the most outcome-determinative issues in the case on which this witness is able to testify is that the jury's interest is at a peak and the witness's credibility is in a valley. Therefore, you should be able to maximize the effect of
impeachment by controlling the further examination of the impeached witness and eliciting favorable testimony on the outcome-determinative disputes. The witness may testify more favorably on the outcome-determinative issues for fear of being impeached again. If the witness refuses to cooperate with you and shades the testimony in favor of your opponent, the jury will not accept the testimony since the witness was just impeached.

Be aware that total impeachment of a witness is rare. Therefore, the lesser goals of discrediting the witness, highlighting confusion, and showing bias or the inability of the witness to testify accurately may be the small victories that cumulatively weaken the jury's faith in the witness's testimony. While total impeachment is desirable, you should not overlook the importance of the cumulative effect of numerous small disparities, as long as they are directly relevant to material issues in the case.

**WAM BAM!**

With all due respect to Professor Younger, nine means of impeachment is just too many and too hard to memorize. Mr. Nations comes a lot closer to a useable guideline for impeachment when he writes of the most important impeachment method - prior inconsistent testimony and the use of it in the courtroom. I like to think of the words **WAM BAM** when impeachment is my goal.

**WAM BAM** is the acronym for **WORDS, ACTIONS, MEMORY, BIAS, ATTITUDE,** and **MANNER.** Each of these topics is an important method of impeachment. If impeachment is the goal, **WAM BAM** will serve as an outline in accomplishing that goal.
WORDS – In deciding whether a witness can be impeached with words, consider his own prior words, including testimony at depositions and trials, his writings and publications, the records he created, his conversations with others about the subject, any statement that he gave to an investigator, and the very words he used during his direct testimony. Also consider the writings of others, i.e., learned treatises. Using testimony from depositions and trials, involves the exact same kind of set up described by Mr. Nations above. It’s important that the witness be provided a copy of his deposition and be directed to the page and line so the questioning can be done smoothly. Often, a blow-up of the particular page in the deposition can be used so that the questioner and the witness can read along together. Again, the set up is important because without the set up the jury is not made aware of the oath given during the prior deposition or trial and, thus, will not be prepared for the questions “were you lying then or are you lying now” or “which oath have you decided to ignore.”

If the witness to be impeached is an expert witness he has generally written on the subject and these writings must be obtained, read, analyzed, and used against him if at all possible. The set up is the same. The witness must be provided with a copy of his book and asked whether or not when he wrote it he intended it to represent his true feelings about the subject. A good set up for this is to get him to agree that his own writings are authoritative. Often, business and medical records can be used to impeach a witness if he created them. Similarly, these documents must be identified and his desire to make truthful entries in them at the time of their creation established.

If the witness gave a statement or had oral conversations with other people that contradicts his testimony, he should be reminded of the conversation to establish that it took place. Even though asking him about the contents of the conversation is not always advised,
because he is going to deny the words he spoke, getting him to agree that the conversation took place is an important set up for when the impeaching witness is called.

Impeachment by the use of books and writings of others is often successful. Find out what books are used by the expert when he teaches, what books he considers reliable, and what books are in his library. Using his own books against him is very effective.

**ACTIONS** – When using actions to impeach a witness we are referring to his investigation and the work that he has performed on the particular case. This aspect of impeachment is used against expert witnesses who have not fully investigated the case. For example, an accident reconstruction expert who did not go to the scene of the event, or who did not look at the vehicles involved, or who took photographs and did his sight line studies from a car driver’s eye-level when in fact a tractor-trailer driver’s eye-level is the relevant inquiry. Also, an expert who has not spent enough time on the file, or who has spent too much time in the file, can be impeached through his own actions. His action in accepting thousands of dollars for his opinion can impeach his credibility. This type of impeachment is not quite as dramatic as using his words against him, but it nevertheless lays the foundation for the jury questioning whether or not he can be relied upon as a credible witness given the actions he took in forming his opinion.

It is in this area of cross-examination that the expert’s methodology is attacked. Under the federal rules of civil procedure as interpreted by *Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals*, Inc. 509 U.S. 579, 113 S. Ct. 2786 (1993) and *General Electric v. Joiner*, 522 U.S. 136, 118 S. Ct. 512 (1997), proper methodology must be established and if the methodology can be attacked then there is a possibility that the court might strike the witness’s opinion in its entirety or at least
in part. Additionally, if the methodology can be shown to be flawed, regardless of whether the opinion is excluded or not, the witness’ opinion has been impeached.

The Actions aspect of WAM BAM is also relevant to the impeachment of lay witnesses in determining whether or not they were able to perceive the facts upon which they based their testimony. For example, if a witness was 1,000 yards away, the action of him being there might have made it difficult for him to see or hear the event about which he testified. The witness’s actions in turning towards the event, or what the witness was doing at the time of the event that might have distracted him from having the perception which he now claims to have, is quite important. Again, one must know the answers to these questions before asking them.

MEMORY – Impeachment for lack of memory is applicable to every witness. As time go on the witness’s memory usually fails. It is often helpful to establish that a witness’s memory of the event, which did not change his life as much as it did the plaintiff’s or the defendant’s, would not be expected to be as strong as the party’s memory. The use of early statements and reports (words) is often helpful in showing lack of memory.

BIAS – Bias includes prejudice, interest, friendship, business relationships, financial relationships, and other aspects of the witness’s history that can be used to explain to a jury why this witness’s testimony should not be trusted. The concept is really one of filters. Everyone has a bias and prejudice about certain things in life. We all want to remember those aspects of an event which are either positive or negative depending on our bias and prejudice about that event and the people involved. Therefore, with careful questioning it is sometimes possible to establish that a witness’s bias is making them more or less credible. For example, it is often helpful to ask a witness that if, indeed, he agrees with a particular side’s position, then he is
agreeing that he did not do his job. Every one understands that a witness has a bias in establishing that he did, in fact, do his job properly.

**ATTITUDE and MANNER** – Impeachment based on a witness’s attitude and manner is a little more amorphous than are the methods discussed above. Some witnesses are so disagreeable that cross-examination should be attempted just to insure that the jury hates them. Sometimes, while a witness cannot be impeached on the facts, by taking advantage of his attitude that is really a sub-set of his bias, a question about his veracity can be raised. Hostile witnesses, witnesses with an agenda, and witnesses who are flippant, careless, demeaning, and otherwise unsavory, should often be cross-examined just to prove this aspect of their character. Jurors expect a courtroom demeanor to be appropriate and a witness with an “attitude” is not going to be credible.

**C. COURTROOM PRESENTATION**

**i. Physical location when asking questions on cross-examination**

Now is the time for the lawyer to be the star. Stand in center stage and take the witness’ thunder with questions that say it all. Look at the jury when asking a particularly important question to let the jurors know that this point is a killer for this witness. If, on the other hand, you are confident that the answer will be the key, then move to the location where direct is done so the spotlight is on the witness.

**ii. Organization of questions**

Any cross-examination should start off strong. The jury is expecting Perry Mason-like results and wants these results right away. Accordingly, focus on the first five questions to satisfy the jury’s need for primacy. Also focus on the last couple of questions, as this will satisfy the jury’s need for closure. As noted above, during the witness’ direct examination, it is essential to listen carefully and take notes. As the notes are taken, put a blank next to the portions which need to be covered in cross examination and before beginning the cross
examination, number the blanks in an appropriate sequence to keep the examination tight and focused.

Always try to maintain an appearance of fairness in cross-examination. A very complex toxic tort case comes to mind in which there were multiple experts on both sides. One of the lawyers for a defendant violated this rule and was punished for doing so by the jury. This lawyer had a habit of writing down what he believed to be the key points of his cross-examination in response to the witness’s answers. Unfortunately for him, he wrote down the key points in a manner which was different from that testified to by the witness. The jury thought this unfair and did not trust him at all after this, although his case was certainly a strong one. The lesson to be learned is, don’t polish the apple too much or you’ll bruise it.

One of the most famous axioms of cross-examination is to never ask one question too many. All of us can learn from the time worn story of the lawyer defending the man accused of biting off another man’s ear in a bar fight. After the witness had testified on direct examination that the defendant had bitten the victim’s ear off, the unfortunate defense lawyer asked two questions, one of which was one too many. The first question was “Did you see my client bite off the victim’s ear?” to which the witness said “no.” The question which violated the maxim was “How then do you know my client bit off the victim’s ear?” to which the witness said “I saw him spit it out.”

a. **Use an Outline.**

Writing out specific questions makes more sense for cross-examination than it does for direct. However, if cross examination is to have rhythm and pace, the examiner must be able to move rapidly and specific written questions usually tie the examiner to his notes instead of to the particular focus of his attack on the opponent’s witness. Nevertheless, there are some questions that really should be written out, complete with cites to pages in depositions or documents, to insure that the question is effective.

b. **Use the Trial Theme and Jury Charge.**
An effective trial theme will be used throughout the trial. This includes the voir dire, the opening argument, the direct, and yes, the cross-examination of the opponent’s witnesses. Having the opponent’s witnesses describe the scene in the words used in the trial theme is incredibly effective. Incorporate the theme into the questions and get the witnesses to agree to its relevance. The theme can be considered the mantra of your trial. It should be repeated, referenced, illustrated, and expanded upon at every turn. This continually repeated theme will, if used throughout the trial, including in cross examination, like an effective advertising jingle, will “echo in the Jury’s mind when they retire” to decide your client’s fate.14

When possible, ask the witness questions that incorporate buzzwords contained in your anticipated jury charges. This will make another connection for the jury when they deliberate the witnesses’ testimony as it relates to the jury charges.

iii. Control the witness

Do not allow the witness to take control of the courtroom. In direct, the witness is the star. In cross-examination, the lawyer must control the courtroom - both by physical presence and mastery of the witness. Insist on answers. Do not allow speeches. While it is important to control the witness and keep him focused on the question, do not be bullying and do not be rude. Instead, gently remind the witness that the process is one of questions and answers and that the lawyers are required to ask the questions and the witnesses to give the answers. Speeches are not part of the process. Think about your body language - don’t hang your head, or show surprise, or anger - maintain an aura of control and confidence.

iv. Pace and rhythm

Cross-examination must be kept moving or the jury will believe that the witness is winning. It must be quick and well paced. It cannot be allowed to drag. In the face of an answer that is devastating, ask the next questions so fast that the harmful answer will have no time to float like a battle ship. It must be sunk immediately with a flurry of quick questions with

known answers. At the same time, when cross-examining a witness, always look for a good place to stop. This is consistent with one of the cardinal rules of cross-examination that is to keep it short and effective. Stop on a high note. In fact, it is sometimes better to eliminate an entire line of questioning if the answer to a question presents a particularly high point for stopping.

D. CONCLUSION

There is no substitute for preparation. Both direct and cross-examination can be practiced during depositions. This is particularly true of direct examination. Awareness of the courtroom and the jury can only be obtained by trying cases. Knowledge of the rules can only be learned by study.